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Abstract: There is a growing interest to use live cells to replace the widely used non-biological
microsphere lenses. In this work, we demonstrate the use of yeast cells for such imaging purpose.
Using fiber-based optical trapping technique, we trap a chain of three yeast cells and bring them
to the vicinity of imaging objects. These yeast cells work as near-field magnifying lenses and
simultaneously pick up the sub-diffraction information of the nanoscale objects under each cell
and project them into the far-field. The experimental results demonstrated that Blu-ray disc of
100 nm feature can be clearly resolved in a parallel manner by each cell.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
The ability to resolve micro and nano scale objects in high-resolution is crucial to the development
of modern science and technology, especially for material science and biomedical research.
Several imaging techniques are widely used, including electron and photon-based microscopy
techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical microscopy. The SEM
has sub-nanometer ultra-high resolution, but may cause damage to the sample [1]. Optical
microscopy is ideal for non-invasive imaging, but the resolution of a conventional microscope
is limited by Abbe diffraction law to about half the incident wavelength, at about 200-250 nm
for a white light microscope [2]. Near-field Scanning Microscope (NSOM) appeared as the
first super-resolution optical imaging system, which scans the sample surface by a near-field
tip collecting the evanescent waves. Its resolution can reach 20 nm, but its scanning efficiency
is low [3–5]. Super-resolution optical microscopy has been an active research field in the past
decades. Many super-resolution techniques have been proposed and demonstrated, including
photon activated localization microscopy (PALM) [6], stimulated emission depletion microscopy
(STED) [7], structured illumination microscopy (SIM) [8], etc [9]. Although these techniques
have greatly improved optical imaging resolution, they are commercially expensive and involve
complex sample labeling or image processing algorithms and may only work under narrowband
laser excitation. Therefore, there is a great need to develop low-cost, label-free, real-time and
easy-to-implement optical super-resolution imaging solutions which can work under conventional
white light. The advent of microsphere super-resolution technique has emerged as a simple yet
effective solution to such need.
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The microsphere lens imaging technique is a method for subwavelength imaging by introducing
a microscale spherical particle as add-on magnifying lens in an ordinary optical microscope.
The microsphere lens was placed in the close vicinity of the imaging objects, with nanoscale
information encoded in evanescent waves being scattered by the microsphere and converted into
propagating waves that reached the far-field. In 2011, Wang et al. used this technique for the first
time to resolve 50 nm features in plasmonic samples (hexagonal array with 50 nm holes separated
50 nm apart) under white light illumination [10], with calibrated resolution of λ/6 − λ/8 [9].
Since then, the field has developed rapidly. For example, super-resolution imaging of adenovirus
and nanoscale samples by submerging microspheres in solution was quickly developed [11–16].
To further improve the imaging quality of the microspheres, the effect of various parameters on
the imaging performance, including diameter [17,18], immersion medium [19,20], immersion
mode [21–25] were widely studied. In these studies, the microspheres are randomly distributed
on the sample surface at different locations, resulting in the inability to achieve complete imaging
of the sample, this has greatly limited the use of this technique. L. Liu et al. proposed a
non-invasive rapid scanning microscope by attaching a microsphere lens to an AFM tip and scan
over the sample surface to obtain a stitched whole image. They applied the developed scanning
nanoscope to observe various nanochip samples as well as submembrane structures in cells
with great details in super-resolution over a large surface area [26]. The speed can be improved
by attaching multiple microspheres to the scanning probe [27]. Other scanning mechanisms
including attaching microsphere to a glass pipette [28], using swimming microrobot [29] and
encapsulating microsphere inside solid film [23]. In attempts to finding naturally-available optical
superlens, Wang and others searched for biological superlens for the first time from the natural
world in 2016, they used spider silk as near-field superlens for subwavelength imaging [30]. L.
Miccio et al. demonstrated that a red blood cell (RBC) can be seen as an optofluidic microlens
by showing its imaging capability as well as its focal tunability. A DVD with a pitch of 780 nm is
imaged through the RBC lens resulting in a magnification of about 1.22, but the bio-lens works
in far-field imaging mode [31]. In addition, L. Miccio et al. have also studied two different kinds
of RBC biolenses, a divergent one and a convergent one. By analyzing an ensemble of each of
them, they have studied the membranes’ fluctuations and the change in their focal spots positions
in time [32,33]. B. Li et al. used the optical tweezer technique [6,34–39] to trap and manipulate
single cell as bio-microsphere lens for near-field nano imaging, which opened the door to the
development of a full bio super-resolution imaging system using only cells [40]. However, since
the technique only used one single cell, its imaging field of view and imaging efficiency are
low, there is great need to develop a more efficient cell-based super-resolution imaging system.
To address this issue, a new optical imaging system based on optically trapped chain of yeast
cells is proposed in this paper. The imaging system uses fiber optic tweezers technique to trap
and manipulate yeast cells in solution, and then use them as a chained biological microsphere
superlens to image underlying nano structures, parallel with each cell working as a superlens. The
new system has boosted the imaging speed and efficiency by at least three times, with potential to
scale it by using more trapping beams.
2. Result
2.1. Experimental schematic and material properties description
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). All experiments were
carried out in an aqueous background solution (water, nb = 1.33) under an optical microscope,
equipped with an CCD camera, an objective lens (40×, NA=0.65), and a broadband LED
illumination source (central wavelength: λ = 550 nm). Such microscope system has diffraction-
limited imaging resolution of approximately 315 nm (calculated by:λ/(2nbNA)) when considering
the water immersion limit, which makes it able to direct image DVD disc sample (340 nm groove
separated 400 nm apart) while insufficient to image Blu-ray Disc (BD) sample (100 nm groove
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separated 200 nm apart). A laser with 980 nm wavelength was used as fiber trapping source.
The illumination source is diagonally adjusted by a collimating lens and an optical diaphragm to
improve the overall image quality. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a commercial optical fiber is drawn by
heating to make a tapered optical fiber (see Methods) for optically trapping of the yeast cells as
imaging lenses. The fiber probe is fixed on the manipulator and the position of the trapped yeast
cells can be controlled by moving the tapered fiber with the manipulator. The cells diameter
is ∼4 µm and refractive index is nb = 1.40 [41]. To reduce undesired imaging distortion, we
deliberately choose cells with smooth surface and near-spherical shape as imaging lenses, such as
those shown in Fig. 1(c). The samples to be observed are DVD and BD discs, and their protective
films were removed before using. At the beginning, the diluted cell suspension was dropped
onto the sample surface by using a micro tube. To prevent evaporation of the solution, a glass
coverslip was used to seal the cell suspension, creating a semi-closed sample chamber. The
tapered fiber was fed into the sample chamber by adjusting the manipulator. The 980 nm laser
with relatively low absorption for biological specimens was used for trapping to avoid damage to
the yeast cells. A power meter was used to detect the output power of the tapered fiber tip up to 5
mW before the experiment. During the experiment, we first adjusted the manipulator to position
the fiber tip at desired location and then turned on the 980 nm laser for cell trapping. After firmly
trapping the chain of yeast cells, the position of the imaging lenses was controlled by adjusting
the manipulator to the desired imaging location.
Fig. 1. Schematic experimental setup and used samples and materials. (a) Schematic
diagram of the experimental setup. A conventional reflectance microscope with a CCD
camera and a 40× objective, NA=0.65, is used to observe the sample and record the images.
The illumination source is a broadband LED with central wavelength of 550 nm; the fiber
trapping source is a semiconductor laser with a wavelength of 980 nm. The fiber probe and
the sample chamber are each attached to a micromanipulator for precision positioning. (b) A
micrograph of a tapered optical fiber under optical microscope. (c) Yeast cells observed
under the optical microscope.
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2.2. Optical manipulation of cells
Optical-based methods to precisely locate and arrange biological cells into ordered patterns
are of great importance for biosensing and genetic engineering, etc. In addition to single cell
manipulation, fiber optic tweezers can also be used to manipulate multiple biological cells
simultaneously. In the experiment, yeast cells with a size of about 4 µm are selectively chosen. At
about 5 mW trapping power, the chosen cells can be stably trapped in a chain form. Figure 2(a)
shows the process of capturing and trapping a single yeast cell. At t=0 s, the tapered fiber was
moved towards the chosen cell by adjusting the micromanipulator (Fig. 2(a1)). Meanwhile, the
trapping beam was turned on and the position of the optical fiber was adjusted to capture and trap
the single yeast cell at t=3 s (Fig. 2(a2)). Continuously adjusting the manipulator was used to
ensure the cells were trapped firmly. At t=6 s, the cell was still firmly trapped at the tip of the
fiber (Fig. 2(a3)). Figure 2(b) illustrates that different number of yeast cells can be stably trapped
by the fiber tip, one after one, from zero (top) to the three cells (bottom).
Fig. 2. Fiber optical trapping and manipulation of yeast cells. (a) Single cell (a1) At t=0s,
fiber is away from the cell, (a2) at t=3s, cell is trapped, (a3) t=6s, the cell is moved to a
new location by the fiber tweezer. (b) Multiple cells (from one to three) trapped by the
fiber tweezer, forming a chained cell group. (c) Numerical simulations and calculations.
(c1) Energy distribution of the bare tapered fiber output in the x-y plane. (c2) The tip of
the tapered fiber captures a spherical yeast cell that focuses the 980 nm laser beam into
a subwavelength spot. (c3) The second cell is captured by using the subwavelength light
spot on the front end of the yeast cell. (c4) After the capture is successful, there is still a
subwavelength light spot at the front end of the second unit that successfully captured the
third cell to form a chain of cells.
The tapered shape allows the trapping beam to be highly concentrated at the fiber tip and forms
a stable light trapping potential. By precisely moving the tapered fiber close to the yeast cells,
the yeast cells can be captured and trapped at the tip of the fiber by the optical gradient force.
The captured laser beam can be focused to a very small area and exerts a strong optical force on
other yeast cells, one after another due to the spherical shape of the yeast cells. These cells bind
together in an orderly fashion through the optical-binding effect.
In order to study the capture stability of fiber optic tweezers, a theoretical model is developed
using COMSOL software. Figure 2(c) shows the energy density distribution of the 980 nm
captured laser beam at the output of the bare tapered fiber. The output laser beam is focused
at the tip of the fiber. When capturing a 4 µm yeast cell at the tip of the fiber, a tightly focused
beam is generated (Fig. 2(c2)), which results from the interference between the field scattered by
the yeast cell and the large angular component of the incident Gaussian beam through the cell.
The second yeast cell is captured by using the subwavelength light spot on the front end of the
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yeast cell, as shown in Fig. 2(c3). There still exists the light spot on the front end of the second
yeast cell, so the next cell could be trapped as well, as in Fig. 2(c4). The output light is highly
focused and forms a photonic nanojet that produces a stronger optical force on the trapping yeast
cell. B. Li et al. developed a living nanoprobe namely a bio-nanospear by trapping a yeast cell
and a chain of L. acidophilus cells at the tip of a tapered fiber probe. As a benefit of the light
focusing ability of the cells, the bio-nanospear can deliver excitation light with a 190 nm spot
size to biological sample to probe the localized fluorescence from the surface of single leukemia
cells in human blood [38]. Meanwhile, they have demonstrated to perform the organization
and transport of cell chain in a fluidic environment. Targeted cells were continuously delivered
toward a large-tapered-angle fiber probe and then organized into a cell chain. The cell chain can
be transported by adjusting the laser power or flow velocity [39].
In our work, combining fiber optical trapping technique and near-field microsphere imaging
technique, we successfully trapped a chain of three yeast cells and bring them to the vicinity of
imaging objects, achieving parallel imaging of 100 nm sub-diffraction features.
2.3. Subwavelength imaging by trapped yeast cells
The imaging setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). The light-trapped yeast cells were brought close
to the imaging sample surfaces (DVD and BD). The distance between sample and cells is in
sub-wavelength scale so that evanescent waves can contribute to the subwavelength imaging
process. Figure 3(b) shows optical image of the grating structure on DVD disc (340 nm groove
separated 400 nm apart, period: 740 nm) observed under the optical microscope without cell
lens, and Fig. 3(e) for the grating structure of BD under the SEM (100 nm groove separated
200 nm apart, period: 300 nm) [42]. The surface structure of BD cannot be obtained under this
optical microscope imaging system due to optical diffraction. The BD structures, however, can
be clearly resolved by using trapped yeast cells, as shown in Fig. 3(f) by two cells and Fig. 3(g)
by three cells. Careful examination of Fig. 3(g) reveals some variations in imaged lines quality
by the three cells. This could be due to various factors such as cell size, morphology, trapping
depth position variations, but the overall quality is reasonable for constructing large-area imaging.
In comparison, the DVD disc, which can be resolved without cell lens, got better results when
imaged by cell lenses as shown in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d). As can be seen from the Fig. 3(c) and
Fig. 3(d), the best magnification is at the centre of the yeast cell lens, followed by the edges. Our
measurements using ImageJ software show that the yeast cell lens can be magnified up to 2 times
in the centre and 1.5-1.7 times at the edges. So the magnification of 4um yeast cell lens to be
between approximately 1.5 and 2 times. The yeast cell lens resolution is fundamentally limited
by the ability of evanescent-to-propagating wave conversion (ETPC) efficiency in the cell-sample
system. The resolution limit of microsphere-assisted or yeast-cell-assisted imaging system is
between λ/6 and λ/8 [9].
The experimental results demonstrated here confirm that the chained yeast cells can indeed
function as superlensing imaging lenses to resolve subwavelength feature down to 100 nm
(Fig. 3(e)). It is important to note that this is not the point spread function (PSF) resolution for
the imaging system. We cannot directly claim it as ‘100-nm imaging resolution’ using smallest
feature in the sample, since classical resolution is defined by point-spread function (PSF), not
the feature size. The calibrated PSF resolution of such system is about 240 nm following the
theoretical calibration process suggested in literature [39]. However, such calibrated resolution is
not rigorous and can only be considered as a guidance resolution since the calibration process
relying on image contrast in final obtained super-resolution image which can be easily altered by
image post-processing. Possibly the best way to claim the resolution here is to specify the ‘feature
resolution’, but point out this is not PSF resolution as people usually refers to in conventional
optical imaging system.
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Fig. 3. Parallel subwavelength imaging by fiber-trapped cells as near-field magnifying
lenses. (a) Schematic of the near-field imaging setup: light trapped yeast cells were brought
close to the imaging objects which were imaged and magnified by cells and projected to
far-field objective. (b) DVD disc and (e) BD under optical microscope and SEM, respectively.
(c), (f) Double-cell imaging of DVD and BD discs, respectively. (d), (g) Triple-cell imaging
of DVD and BD.
Looking forward, our yeast cell subwavelength imaging system based on fiber tweezers trapping
can be extended to perform non-invasive scanning imaging. By stitching the images generated by
each scan over a large surface area, a complete super-resolution image will be generated over a
large surface area. Compared with the point-based NSOM system, our future yeast cells scanning
imaging system will have much greater imaging speed and efficiency. Meanwhile, if the yeast
cell lens is used in imaging biological samples, we think image contrast will be the main issue. It
possibly needs to use fluorescence labelling to enhance the contrast to resolve the problem.
2.4. Theory for yeast cell imaging
In our work, the yeast cell is positioned extremely close to the imaging object by the trapping
fiber. Near-field imaging takes place and a magnified virtual image would be generated by the
cell lens and projected to the far-field objective lens. Such imaging process can be simulated
by an electric dipole source located closely to the cell particle lens. Figure 4 shows full-wave
numerical simulation of such imaging process for a 4µm-diameter cell, with refractive index 1.40,
demonstrating how near-field information (including evanescent waves) was transferred into
the far-field. From Fig. 4(a), we can find that the near-field waves of the x-dipole (containing
evanescent sub-diffraction information) is scattered by the particle lens and directed upwards
towards the microsphere objective lens. The scattering wave going downwards from the dipole
source in Fig. 4(a) can be considered as the case without cell lens. From the corresponding
far-field directivity map in Fig. 4(b), the energy directed upwards (with cell) is about 5 times
higher than that in downward direction (without cell). It clearly demonstrates that the presence of
cell lenses had contributed to the conversion and collection of near-field energy with nanoscale
information into the far-field, comparing to the case without cell lenses. From simulation, it can
also see from Fig. 4(b) the far-field is concentrated within a collection angle of about 120-degree
in upwards direction, which corresponding to numerical aperture NA = sin(60◦) ≈ 0.87, this
would suggest the system would be able to observe smaller objects than 100 nm as in this work if
we replace NA=0.65 in current study with better objective lens. This will be implemented in
future work, together with the planned work on scanning imaging and image stitching to realize a
non-invasive, dynamic, real-time and label-free bio-superlens scanning imaging system.
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Fig. 4. Near-field imaging by yeast cell lens in water. (a) An x-polarized electric dipole
source is placed 20 nm under the cell lens, the near-field of the dipole was scattered and
redirected by the yeast cell sitting on top. (b) The far-field scattering directivity showing
greatly enhanced scattering in upwards direction (with cell) compared to the downwards
direction (without cell).
3. Conclusions
In summary, we have developed a new optical imaging device by combining fiber optical trapping
technique and near-field microsphere imaging technique. By using yeast cells as imaging
lenses and trapping them into a chain, we successfully demonstrated parallel imaging of 100
nm sub-diffraction features with improved efficiency and increased imaging field of view by
at least three times (with three-cells) compared to previous works. This bio-based, label-free,
real-time and parallel nano-imaging device lays down a solid foundation for the development of
next-generation biological super-resolution imaging devices and systems.
4. Methods
Fiber preparation: The tapered fiber is made of single-mode fiber using flame heating technique.
Before heating, remove the fiber cladding and coating to make a bare fiber with a length of
about 3 cm. When heating, place the fiber in the outer flame of an alcohol lamp and heat it at a
temperature of about 500°C for 20 seconds until it reaches the melting point, and then pull the
bare fiber at a uniform speed. It gradually becomes thinner, and finally increases the drawing
speed to break the bare fiber into a round tapered tip with a diameter of about 4 µm.
Yeast cell culture: Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was cultured in a lysogenic medium at
room temperature for 48 hours. It is selected during the early growth stage before bacterial spore
formation, because yeast cells have a regular shape at this stage. The yeast cells are then washed
and diluted with phosphate buffered saline to obtain the appropriate concentration.
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